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ABSTRACT 
Conditions are determined under which the minimum and/or characteristic 
polynomials of a matrix have simple zeros. 
INTRODUCTION 
We denote by M,,(C) the set of all n X n complex matrices. The zero 
matrix and the identity matrix are denoted by 2 and I respectively, and the 
zero vector by 0. 
If B E M,,(C), then the set of eigenvalues of B is denoted by o(B), and 
max{lhl:hEu(B)} by p(B). For AEa(B) we denote by %(B) the set of 
UEK(@)-_(Z) such that BU = h U, and U will be called an eigenmatrix of 
B. 
In M,,(C) the following norm is defined: 
If B=(b,)r, then (IB[(= 
For any B EM,(@) we have p(B) < J(BJ(. If B EM,(C), then we define 
the set 68 ={B+p(I--B):OGIp(<l}. 
If B,, E %?I where p#O, then B and BP have the same eigenvectors, but 
not corresponding to the same eigenvalues except notably for the eigenvalue 
1. 
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Let p E @ with 0 < 1 /.L[ < 1; if 0 # 0 is an eigenvector of B corresponding 
to the eigenvalue zero, then C,u = v, where 
A nonnegative matrix B is said to be stochastic (doubly stochastic) if 
Be=e (Be=e and eTB=eT) where e=(l,...,l)r. 
NEUMANN’S LEMMA [l, (pp. 54-X)]. Let B EM,(@), and assume that 
p(B)< 1. Then , (Z-B)-’ exists and 
(Z-B)-‘= ,I& &Bk. 
RESULTS 
1. Eigenvectm 
The following lemma is an important tool for our investigation. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let B EM,,(@), and let p EC- (0, l} such that p/( p- 1) 
@ a(B). Then the matrix B, = B + p(Z - B) is invertible. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a vector z in @” such that Bpz = 0; then 
Bz=[P/(cL--~)~ z, and since p/( p - 1) 4 a(B), it follows that z = 0. n 
Next we give a condition under which an eigenvector of a matrix B is 
also an eigenvector of its conjugate transpose B*, but first we need to prove 
the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1.2. Let E and F be in M,(C) satisfying the following condi- 
tions : 
(i) E=E2=E*, 
(ii) F= F2, 
(iii) FE = FF* = E. 
Then E-F. 
Proof. In order to show E = F, we need only to show that (E - F)(E - 
F)* = Z. 
Since FF* = FE = EF* = E* = E, it follows that (E - F)(E - F)* = EE* - 
FE-EF*+FF*=Z. n 
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THEOREM 1.3. Let BEM,,(@)-{Z} and uE@“-{(0} such that 
u*B*Bu = u*BB*u. Zf u is an eigenvector of B, then u is also an eigenuector 
of B*. 
Proof. Suppose Bv = Av for some A E a=. According to Lemma 1.1, there 
exists a Z.L E Q= - (0, l} with p #A/(X - 1) such that BP = B + p(Z- B) is invert- 
ible. The matrix 
4 
GE h+j_&(1-X) 
is also invertible and satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) v*C:CPv = v*CPC;-*v, 
(ii) c,u=v. 
Let E=w*/u*u and F,= EC,,. E and F, satisfy the hypothesis of 
Lemma 1.2. Hence ECP = E, so EB = ti. By direct computation B*E = 
(EB)*=(U?)*=A*E. Hence B*u=B*Eu=X*Ev=A*v. H 
COROLLARY 1.4. A norm& stochastic matrix B is dollbly stochastic. 
Proof. Since e TB TBe = e TBB Te and e is an eigenvector of B, the desired 
conclusion follows from Theorem 1.3. n 
2. Minimum polynomial 
In general it is difficult to determine whether or not an eigenvalue of a 
matrix is a simple zero of its minimum polynomial. In this section we give a 
condition for which an eigenvalue is a simple zero of the minimum poly- 
nomial. To establish this condition we wilI use the eigemnatrices defined 
previously and portions of the invertibihty argument. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf B EM,,(@), then for any x~a(B), there exists a matrix 
&ES(B) such thut KerZ&nKer(AI-B)=(O). 
Proof, If dimKer(hI- B) = 0 [i.e. Ker(hZ- B) = {a}], then any U, E 
c(B) satisfies the condition. Now suppose that dimKer(AI - B) = r > 0, and 
let x,={(e/ ,...,e,“)T}l<i<r be a basis for Ker(XI-B). Then there exists 
{ir,iz,.**,ir) such that h,={(e~,...,e$)T}lGkGris a set of rlinearlyindepen- 
dent vectors in Q=‘. 
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Let ZJ,, be the n X n matrix whose j,th column is xj and whose other 
columns are zero. If y E Ker VA n Ker(AZ - B), then U, y = 0 and there exists 
{ a,,a,,..., at.} such that 
y= i ap,, 
i==l 
The linear independence of the 1~~‘s shows that E~._,ej~+ = 0 for 1 <k QT. 
Then the linear independence of the hIk’s shows that 
a1 =a,=. . . =ur=o. 
Thus y=o. n 
THEOREM 2.2. Let B E M,,(C). Zf A is an eigendue of B, then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a matrix U,, E %,,(B) such that (AZ-B+ VA)-’ exists, 
(ii) X is the simple zero of the minimum polynomial of the matrix B. 
Proof. Let P(x) be the minimum polynomial of B. We suppose that 
P(x)= Q(x)(x+ with k = 1 or 2 and Q(x) a polynomial. So we have 
Q(B)(AZ- B)2= 2. 
If (AZ - B + U,)- ’ exists for some rJA E N(B), then: 
Q(B)(hZ-B)=Z ifandonlyif Q(B)(XZ-B)(XI-B+U,)=Z. 
Since Q(B)(AZ- B)2 = 2 and (AZ- B)U, = Z, we may conclude that 
Q(B)(XZ-B)=Z. 
Thus X is the simple zero of the minimum polynomial of B. 
Conversely, suppose X is the simple zero of the minimum polynomial of 
B. Suppose for any U E %(B), th ere exists a vector z # 0 which depends 
upon U such that (AZ - B + U)z = 0. The fact that A is a simple zero of the 
minimum polynomial of B implies that Q(B)(AZ - B + U) = Q(B) U. Since 
BU = AU, Q(B) U = Q(A) U. Since X is a simple zero of the minimum poly- 
nomial of B, k = 1 and Q(A) #O. But z EKer(hl- B + U), and so z EKer U 
and therefore z E Ker(AZ - B), which is a contradiction of Lemma 2.1. This 
completes the proof. n 
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The remainder of this paper is an extension of this theorem to the 
characteristic polynomial. 
3. Characteristic polyrwmial 
It is well known that the multiplicity of the zero X in the characteristic 
polynomial of a matrix B equals dim Ker(XZ - B) if and only if h is the simple 
zero of the minimum polynomial of B. 
Let x#O be an eigenvector of the matrix B corresponding to the 
eigenvalue A; then for h # 0 we have (B/X)x = x, and if A = 0, then for p E @ 
with O<lZ~l<l we have C,,x=(l/p)[B+p(Z-B)]x=r. Thus in all that 
follows we assume that 1 is an eigenvalue of the matrix B and that 
u,oEC”- (0) satisfying Bu= u and BTu=u. When uTu#O (uru#O), then 
let U=uuT/uTu (W=uuT/uTu). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let B EM,,(@), and let E be an n X n ihpotent matrix 
of rank s < n satisfying BE = E. Zf p( B - E) < 1, then the multiplicity of the 
zero 1 in the characteristic polynomial of B equals s. 
Proof. Let x be a vector in C” such that Bx = x. Since p(B - E) < 1 and 
BE = E = E’, it follows that 
x=[Z-(B-E)]-‘[I-(B-E)]+=[I-(B-E)]-’Er 
&I-II &(B-E)’ 
It follows that 
Ker(Z- B) GKer(Z- E). 
If Ex = x, then 
x=Ex= ,@! $B-E).’ Ex 
= [Z-(B-E)]-1 Ex=x-[I-(B-E)]-‘(I-B)x. 
This implies [I- (B- E)]-‘(Z- B)x=@, so (I- B)x=@, which implies 
Ker(Z- E) CKer(Z- B). 
Therefore dim[Ker(Z- B)] =dirn[Ker(Z- E)] = s. 
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The result follows from the fact that the matrix [I - (B - E)]- ’ exists, i.e., 
1 is the simple zero of the minimum polynomial of B (see Theorem 2.2). n 
EXAMPLE. Let B = Z - J3 be a 3 x 3 matrix where 
and let 
,,=;: : :, 
[ 1 1 1 1 
+a i -p]. 
J”hen BE=E=E’, p(B-E)=O, and rankE=2. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let BEM,(@)-{Z} with u%#O. Zf p(B-U)<l, 
then vTu#O and 1 i-s the simple zero of the characteristic polynomial of B. 
Proof. If u To = u TU =O, then (BT- U)u = u, which is a contradiction of 
P(B T - U) = &B - U) < 1. The remaining statement follows from Theorem 
3.1 by setting E = U. n 
Given a matrix B E M,(C), we define the following real value p,(B): 
p,(B)=max{]X]:AEa(B)-(1)). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let B EM,(@) such that uTu#O. Zf pi(B)<l, then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) 1 is the simple zero of the characteristic polynomial of B, 
(ii) [I-(B- W)]-i exists, 
(iii) p(B- W)<l, 
(iv) if uTu#O, then p(B- U) < 1. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii): Suppose there exists a vector XE C” such that 
(B- W)x=x. Then Wx= W(B- W)x=(W- W)x=O. Hence Bx=x, and 
since Bu = u and 1 is the simple zero of the characteristic polynomial of B, it 
follows that x= flu for some fi E C. Thus 
@= w.= UUT ;;;;;(Bu,=B”T”u=kh. 
u Tu 
so p-0, i.e., x=0. 
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(ii) implies (iii): Let A#0 b e an eigenvalue of B - W, so (B- W)x=Ax, 
which implies W( B - W)x = A Wx 3 h Wx = 0 * Wx = 0 * Bx = kx. Since 
1 @J a(B - W) and any nonzero eigenvalue of B - W is also an eigenvahre of 
B, it follows that p( B - W) < pl( B) < 1. 
(iii) implies (iv): Suppose uTu#O and there exists a vector XE C” - (0) 
such that (Br- U)x=)w with (A] > 1. Then we have O= U(BT- U)x=XUx, 
so BTx=hx and O= WT(BT- WT)x= WTx. Thus (BT- WT)x=Ax, which is 
a contradiction of p(BT- WT)=p(B- W)<l. 
(iv) implies (i) by Corollary 3.2. n 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let B E M,,(C). Let Ui be the matrix whose jth 
column is the vector u # 0 and whose other columns are zero. Zf there exists 
a matrix BE asuch that for some /,,~{1,2,...,n} the matrix [I-(B- 
U,)]-’ exists, then 1 is the simple zero of the churacteri.stic polyrwmiul of B. 
Proof. Since [I- (ZT- Ui,)]-’ exists, it follows that the i&h component 
ufO of u is not zero, for otherwise 
Suppose there exists a vector u’ = (u;, . . . , u;,, . . . , uh)’ such that Bu’ = u’. 
If u’fu, then we can assumejhat uiO = 0 by replacing u’ with u’ + /3u’ for a 
suitable p. We clearly havz (B - U. )u’= u’. 
Since the-matrix [I - (B -_U&] ” exists, it follows that u’ = 0. Therefore 
dimKer(Z-B)=l. SinceZ-B=(l-p)(Z-B)forsomep#l, dimKer(Z-B) 
= 1. The result now follows from Theorem 2.2. n 
CORO_LLARY 3.5. Let B be a stochastic matrix. Zf there exists a red 
matrix B E $3 with a positive column, then 1 is the simple zero of the 
characteristic polynomial of B. 
Proof. Let u = e = (1, 1, . . . , l)T. Let g=(G); Es where 0 <bifo < 1 for 
some jaE{1,2,..., n}. Let UiO be the matrix whose i&h column is the vector 
u and zero otherwise. 
. - 
Let O<s=mm{ biro: 1 <i <n}; then 
p(B- EUjo) <((B- EqJ( = ,TZn{ pG-&)=l-r, 
so P(B - eUtJ < 1. Neumann’s Lemma and the preceding proposition insure 
the desired conclusion. n 
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